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Abstract: In the near future the human civilization would converge to urban places. Hence, tomorrows' cities would be highly dense.
Thus in the future, it would be great challenges to provide efficient services to citizens. In this context, this manuscript has proposed an
efficient architecture of different applications of smart cities using the Internet of Things (IoT), Fuzzy Logic. Moreover, an efficient
architecture based on service-oriented architecture(SOA) has been proposed here. Furthermore, an integrated intelligent smart city
services framework has been proposed here which can forecast different activities based on the Quantum Deep Learning concept.
Simulated results have been shown to lay bare the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction
It has been observed that there is a continuous migration of
humans from rural to urban places. If it continues then more than
sixty percent of the human population would reside at urban
places by 2030[1]. Keeping this in view, the future cities should
be smart enough to manage their resources effectively and
seamlessly for their huge inhabitants. Thus the smart cities would
integrate the different public services, namely management of
street light, transport and parking, surveillance of public areas,
proper garbage management, efficient health management,
efficient education system, etc for providing quality services to its
inhabitants. These services for smart cities can be achieved with
the help of cutting edge technology, namely the Internet of
Things(IoT). IOT has opened a new world of the networked
interconnection of the different things surrounding us including
all computers and pervasive devices. It is actually a mesh of
wireless networks of sensors that interconnect all living or nonliving things in our everyday life. It provides a vision of ubiquity
in all respects-in terms of identification, sensing, computing,
intelligence, etc [2][3][4]. The basic agenda of IoT is to establish
an effective intelligent interaction among humans, machines and
every object on Earth irrespective of time and place with low
cost, in order to develop a smart city. Again, the architecture of
IOT can be viewed in two angles-Internet based architecture and
Thing based architecture[5]. In the former, the different services
of Internet plays the central role whereas in the latter smart
objects do it [6][7][8]. In the Internet based architecture of IOT,
the different ubiquitous sensing devices at the sensing layer, is
connected to Fog computing using the Network Layer, which
comprises of Network Hardware and Network Protocols. The raw
data so captured by these smart devices are processed at edge i.e.
in Fog Computing Layer. This layer provides services with
reduced latency and real-time computing. The processed data is
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stored, analyzed and presented to end-users by the different
services offered by cloud computing. Thus the raw data captured
by sensing devices is processed and then transformed into
information and knowledge formats using the diverse
computational and storage clouds. Now, this information and
knowledge is fabricated to develop a decision-making system for
intelligence applications for smart cities, which is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Working process of IOT

2. Propose SOA For Smart City Based on IOT
If Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides an architectural
pattern in software design where different application
components endow with services to other components by means
of communications protocol over a network [9]. The ideology
behind SOA is that the services must be independent of any
vendor, product or technology and moreover services must be
loosely coupled. Thus, the overall SOA technology pivots on the
concept of a service, whereas a service is built as a discrete
section of code. Reuse of the existing code may yield a new
service and alter the interoperability of a service with other
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services and make way for a new application. For the interaction
among services, the service must be aware of each other. This
awareness is achieved through the use of service descriptions. A
service description contains the name of the service and the data
expected and returned by the service[9]. Thus SOA has come out
as a boon for the corporate world by ensuring that the
Information Technology system can adapt quickly, easily and
economically to address rapidly changing business needs.
Furthermore, it is observed that there is no defacto standard
regarding the exact composition of a service-oriented architecture
[9]. In this context, this endeavor has proposed IoT architecture
based on SOA technology, which is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Proposed SOA for Smart City based on IoT

In Figure2, the role of Perception Layer Service is to acquire,
collect data from the physical world using Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN), Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID), Global
Positioning System (GPS) etc. Furthermore, Access Services can
interact with these smart devices. The processing of these raw
data is done by Data Services. Moreover, Gateway Services
facilities the interaction with existing applications. Now unified
management of this processed data is done by Information
Services. Furthermore, the process orchestration is done at
Process Services. After that these different services are combined
to form the smart city applications namely, Smart Street Light
Service, Garbage Management Service, Surveillance Service,
Health Management Service, etc. During the whole process, the
integration and maintenance of these services are of the utmost
need. The success of the overall smart city services depends on
the security, privacy, and trust of the citizens on these services.
The organization of this endeavor consists of a brief discussion
followed by the state-of-the-art of the different services of smart
city thereafter the proposed architecture of different applications,
namely smart street light system, proposed smart garbage
management system, proposed smart surveillance system, etc.
The experimental result has been shown to exhibit the
effectiveness of the proposed approach and finally, conclusions
with the future directions of research.

3. Smart City Services: State-Of-Art
The building block of the smart city is observed in the research
work of [10]. Here, the authors have focused on the different
issues of smart cities namely, transportation, safety, energy
efficiency, etc. In literature, the different services for a smart city
are observed which include intelligent street light control
systems, smart garbage management systems, intelligent traffic

control systems, smart parking systems, etc. In the intelligent
street light control system, interesting research work has been
carried out by the research scholars in [11]. Here, the authors
have proposed the concept of automatic turn on-off of street
lights. The street lights are turned on automatically as the
vehicles or pedestrians are passing through the road. When there
is no one the street lights are automatically turned off. In this
way, their proposed system would not only save electrical energy
but also would enhance the life span of the lighting equipment.
Moreover, the intelligent street light based on a remote control
system is observed in the research work of [12]. In this case, the
authors have presented interesting research regarding the
autonomous performance of street lights based on environment
conditions namely, the presence of vehicles, people, etc.
Moreover, controlling street light for smart cities based on
integrated Doppler sensors is observed in [13]. When the
Doppler sensors identify the increase in luminous intensity then
the street light intensity increases automatically. Otherwise, they
get dimmed automatically. In this way, the researchers in [13]
have presented energy-efficient management for the street lights
for smart cities. Apart from the street light system for the smart
city, an integrated platform for the different applications for the
smart city namely surveillance, intelligent traffic control system,
intelligent street light, etc. is observed in the research work of
[14]. Again, smart parking is also a hot topic to be addressed by
smart city services. In this context, eminent research work is
observed by the authors in [15]. Here the authors have described
the implementation of a car park management system. The
authors have made a comparative study between energy and cost
while deploying a wireless sensor network and serial connection.
Moreover, the authors in [16] have presented their parking
sensors working on LEACH routing protocols on the Arduino
platform. Again an interesting smart parking pilot program
installed in Beijing, China at the year 2012 [17]. Further, garbage
management is also a big issue for tomorrows' smart cities. In this
regard, a lot of interesting research works are observed in the
literature[18]. In fact, the garbage management for a smart city is
handled using different technologies namely, Internet of
things(IoT), Software Analytics, Physical Infrastructures[18]. The
researcher in [19] has presented an innovative level-sensing
model for the identification of the level of waste in the dustbin.
Additionally, the authors in [20] have presented the Decision
Support System (DSS) for waste management. The significant
role of quantum computer in designing deep neural network and
machine learning is observed in the research work of authors in
[22]. The authors in [22] have demonstrated the significant
reduction of time to train deep restricted Boltzmann machine
using quantum computing as compared to classical computing.
Furthermore, an interesting research regarding the use of
quantum neurons in quantum feed-forward neural networks is
observed in [23]. Here the proposed approach allows a fast
optimisation with a reduced memory requirements. Moreover,
the genesis of the concepts of fuzzy sets and its use is observed in
[24]. Further, a detail discussion about the urban IOT is observed
in[25]. Here, authors have presented a survey regarding
technologies, protocols and architecture for an urban IoT along
with the technical guidelines in detail.
3.1. Research Gap
But none of the research works have so far addressed an
integrated environment for all smart city services. Furthermore,
there is lack of research regarding an intelligent integrated Smart
City Services framework. The integrated framework should take
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Algorithm 1. Smart-Street-Light:
Step 1. Input Longitude and Latitude of a place.
Step 2. Find the weather conditions of that place.
Step 3. Turn the street light on or off as per the fuzzy rule
shown in Table1.
Step 4. End

the decision and inform the competent authorities to take needful
actions as and when required. The research regarding the
development of such an intelligent framework has not been done
yet.

4. Proposed different Intelligent Services for
Smart Cities
Based upon the above discussions, in this endeavor a number of
smart city applications, namely smart street light, smart garbage
management system, smart vigilance system have been proposed
as follows:
Case-1: Proposed Smart Street Light System
Currently, the technology used in the street light is sensor
technology, more specifically Light Dependent Resistor (LDR).
LDR works on the principle of light intensity. The LDR sensors
test the light intensity and switch on the lights when the luminous
intensity is low. But many times it is seen that the intensity of
sunlight is appropriate for visibility but due to LDR sensors the
lights get switched, which is simply wastage of the electrical
energy. Another problem with LDR is that if dust or shadow
persists on the sensor then it senses low light intensity and turns
on the light. Furthermore, if the light is focused and reflected on
the sensor it doesn’t turn on the light in spite of the light intensity
being low in the surrounding. For this, the sensor needs to be
cleaned in very short intervals because the street light stands on
roadways and get dirty easily by vehicle exhausts. So, the LDR
needs their continuous maintenance. In contrast to this, the
proposed approach in this manuscript is the automatic street light
system, which is based on microcontroller. The proposed
automatic street light system would accept the longitudinal and
latitudinal values of a place. Based on the value of the current
weather condition, time of sunset of that place the proposed
system would turn the street light on accordingly. Even on a
foggy day the proposed system can turn on the lights and keep
them switched on as long as they are needed. The architecture of
the proposed smart street light system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Proposed Architecture of Smart Street Light System

Based upon the Fuzzy rule in Table 1, the simulated result in
MatLab is shown in Figures 4, 5 and in 6.
Table 1. A Fuzzy rule

In Figure 3, the Microcontroller works on the concept of Fuzzy
logic. The Microcontroller controls the relay. A relay is an
electrically operated switch. Relay turn on or off the street light
as per the instruction given by the microcontroller. Now at the
other end, the Microcontrollers are connected with Fog
Computing Layer via Bluetooth. At the Fog Computing Layer,
the local processing of data is done. Furthermore, the Fog
computing layer is connected with the cloud computing layer via
the Internet. At the loud computing layer, weather information
web service provides the current weather states of a place. At
first, the longitude and latitude of a place are initialized to the
microcontroller. The microcontroller passes this data to the Fog
layer. The Fog layer passes this data to the Weather Information
Web services present at the cloud computing layer. The Weather
Information Web service accepts the longitude and latitude of a
specific place and provides the weather condition, the sun set,
fogging in the weather to the Fog computing layer. Now, the Fog
computing layer provides this information to the microcontroller.
Now, microcontrollers based on the fuzzy rule controls the relays
to turn on or off a large number of street lights. In the proposed
approach, there is no need to install individual LDR for each
street light. A single fuzzy-based microcontroller can control a
large number of street light with very less operational expanse.
Even at midnight, the microcontroller turns the street light on an
alternate basis. The proposed Algorithm 1 is given below:
International Journal of Intelligent Systems and Applications in Engineering

State
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

Cloudy
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Raining
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Visibility
Excellent
Excellent
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

State of Street Light
Off
Off
On
On
On
On
On

Figure 4. Simulated result of state, cloudy weather and status of street
light.
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Figure 5. Simulated result of state, raining and status of street light.

Figure 7. Proposed Architecture of Garbage Management System

Figure 6. Simulated result of state, visibility, and status of a street light.

Case-2 : Proposed Smart Garbage Management System
In this case, another smart city application, namely a garbage
management system has been proposed. Here, the dustbins are
equipped with HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors to detect the garbage
level in the dustbin. If the garbage level is up to a certain level, it
sends the signal to the microcontroller. The microcontroller is
working on the concept of fuzzy logic and sends the signal to the
Fog computing layer. Finally, the information regarding the status
of the dustbin, its location is stored in the cloud storage service
provided by the cloud computing layer. A mobile app, namely
"Garbage Management" collects the data from the cloud storage
and sends the appropriate message containing the exact location
of dustbins to be emptied. The garbage collector would log in to
the "Garbage Management" app and empty the dustbin on a
priority basis. The Fuzzy Microcontroller generates the location,
status, and priority of the dustbin to be made empty by the
garbage collectors. The overall architecture of the proposed
garbage management system is shown in Figure 7. The Flow
Chart used for the garbage management system is shown in
Figure 8. Here users would get three chances to identify the
location using the app, this fact is monitored by the counter
mentioned in the flow chart in Figure 8.
Case-3 : Proposed Smart Surveillance System
In this section, a smart surveillance system has been proposed.
The proposed system comprised of a mesh of lamp posts (shown
in Figure 9, Figure 10). The sensors for different purposes namely
passive infrared sensors (measures infrared radiation from an
object), acoustic sensors (can measure sound levels), active
infrared sensors (can measure range and velocity of target), etc.
along with the vigilance cameras(can capture image in real-time)
constitute a mesh of network, where microcontroller is playing
the central role. b
International Journal of Intelligent Systems and Applications in Engineering

Figure 8. Flow Chart for Garbage Management System
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5. Integrated Intelligent Smart City Services
Framework
The above-mentioned applications can be integrated into a smart
city. The proposed intelligent Smart City Services Framework
would be intelligent enough to take the decision and inform it to
the competent authority to do needful. For this, three hidden
layers of quantum deep learning technologies have been used
here. Deep Learning is a subset of machine learning techniques. It
is actually a mathematical model based on Artificial Neural
Network[17]. In fact, Deep Learning comprises a number of such
layers of learning representation from data. This learning
representation is developed from training data and its validation
is checked from test data. In this endeavor, the integrated Smart
City Services framework would capture data(represented by xi,
where i belongs to the set of Natural Number) through cameras,
sensors, etc.

Figure 9. Mesh of Lamp Posts

Our proposed intelligent framework, which can forecast is
based on the Quantum Deep learning approach(QDL). QDL
works on the principle of Quantum Mechanics (QM) defined over
Hilbert Space (C2)[21]. In Quantum computing, information is
stored in qubits. A qubit is mathematically expressed by Dirac's
wave function |ψ> as follows:

where the scalars α ∈ C and β ∈ C are known as the base
amplitudes.
The proposed intelligent framework based on quantum
Feedforward Deep Neural Network for data forecasting is shown
in Figure 11.

Figure 10. The architecture of the proposed Smart Surveillance System

The architecture of the proposed surveillance system is shown in
Figure 10.
• A mesh of Lamp Post is made. Thus, the microcontrollers in
the lamp post are connected with each other. The
microcontrollers collect data from sensor networks,
surveillance cameras, etc., which is shown in Figure 10.
• Now, the data so captured by the microcontrollers is sent to
the Fog computing layer. Now the neural recognizer at the Fog
computing layer identifies the different activities.
• Now, the neural recognizer at the Fog computing layer
analyses the activity with the help of knowledge at the cloud
computing layer.
• After analysis, if the quantum neural recognizer finds any
criminal activity anywhere, it reports to the citizen security web
service.
• The citizen security web service is providing all this
information
to
specific
Mobiles
apps,
namely
”MYSECURITY”.
• The police officers in patrolling would log in to the
”MYSECURITY” apps. The ”MYSECURITY” apps would
continuously provide information to the patrolling police
officers to control crimes.
• Thus the proposed Smart Surveillance System would help
the police to maintain law and order for smart cities..

Figure 11. Quantum Feedforward Deep Neural Network
Where,

b is bias and θ is the amplitude of quantum state.
The proposed algorithm for data forecasting based on QDL is
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 15. Dataset used to model the deep neural network

Figure 12. Proposed Flow Chart

Furthermore, the proposed architecture of integrated smart city
services based on QDL Convolution Neural Network(QDL-CNN)
is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. the architecture of the CNN

6. Experimental Setup and Results
The experimental set up is made on IBMQ simulated plat- form.
Here, the Quantum circuit has been made with the help of the
Qiskit and python framework. Here, the Quantum Fully
Connected Classification Layer is shown in Figure14.

Figure 14. Quantum Fully Connected Classification Layer

Furthermore, the dataset to train the system is shown in Figure
15. The overall plot for predicted versus actual test set using data
forecasting is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. The overall plot for predicted versus actual test set using data
forecasting

7. Conclusions
In this manuscript, an integrated framework of smart city
services, namely smart street light system, smart garbage
management system, smart vigilance system has been presented.
Architectural details using a microcontroller based on fuzzy logic
have been presented here. An intelligent framework that
comprises all services of smart cities has been presented here
based on quantum deep learning techniques. The simulated result
has been shown to lay bare the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. But the basic challenge of IoT enabled smart city is the
energy-efficient design of different components at the sensing
layer as most of the IoT devices at the sensing layer run on
limited energy. Thus an energy-efficient design of IoT is the
scope of future research.
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